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Space that is seized by the imagination can
not remain indifferent space subject to the 
measures and estimates of the surveyor. 

Gaston Bachelard 
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Splashland 
Spring Studio, 1983 

Flaps down, 
the muffled voices smothered in the lanquid 
repositioning of ideas. 

Sharpened leads stirring imaginary spaces. 



My thesis deals with the power of language. 

It tangles with the power of correspondence r  
the exchange of poetic energy. It's a few 

ideas on locating oneself in time, in imagi

nation, in place. It comments on transcen

dent attitudes. It is romantic, without a 

doubt. 

It's about the perceptual shapes of language 

spun into the radiant space we inhabit. 

I would hope it is at times mythical and 

pliant, illusively wrapping its subtle imag

ery around each reader, generating figure, 

shape and form. 



On the Shape of Spaces 

In as much as blood acclimates the body at 
various altitudes, language acclimates the 
mind, given time. 

Language is our closest neighbor and draws 
meaning as oxygen from the relative shapes 
of our experience. 

Language and image (figure, form and shape) 
inform one another and in their informing 
they become as powerful as blood and oxygen. 

Chinese poetry has been called the delicate 
language of which, rich in images, appeals 
to both eye and ear. The language is rich 
partially due to its archaic symbolism and 
partially due to the rich oriental hues. It 
is the magnetism of the archaic figure, the 
letter, its color and meaningful composition 
joined together, that give it its power, 
powerful as the joining of blood and oxygen. 

The composition of Chinese poetry does not 
merely represent some meaning beyond the 
linen it is written on. It is not just a 
vehicle to convey meaning. Its shapes and 
hues are as powerful as its content. It 
corresponds like blood and oxygen. 

Language and image correspond (interact) to 
form the perceptual shapes of the spaces we 
inhabit. 



On Architecture 

Architecture is one foot leading the other, 

a sequence of going to and coming from and 

passing through. A set of perceptions linked 

to phy s ical movement. 

The movement, however, as well as the percep

tions, has a memory, a lineage that remembers 

that first tenative balance required to re

main upright above the forest floor millions 

of years ago as well as the contemporary mo

tion of a childs first bike ride. It is 

aware of all these things and with each step 

becomes further informed. 

"Architecture embodies the larger thoughts of 

mankind, normally buried in deep shade." 

Nicholson Baker 

The Atlantic 

March 1983 



What Happened Here Before 

- 300,000,000 -

First a sea: soft sands, mudsand mauls 
loading, compressing, heating, crumpling, 

several times lifted and submerged. 
Intruding molten granite mugma 
Deep cooling and speckling gold quartz 
fills the cracks 

- 80,000,000 -

Sea bed strata raised and folded, 
granite far below. 

Warm quiet centuries of rains 
(make dark red tropic soils) 
wear down two miles of surface, 

Lay bare the views and tumble heavy gold 
in streambeds 
slate and schist rock-riffles catch it 

Volcanic ash floats down and dams the streams 
piles of gold and gravel 

- 3,000,000 -

Flowing north, two rivers joined 
to make a wide long lake 

And then tilted and the rivers fell apart 
all running west to cut gorges of the 
Feather Bear and Yuba 

Ponderosa Pine, Manzanita, Black oak, Mountain 
Yew, deer, coyote, bluejay, gray squirrel, 
ground squirrel, fox, blacktail hare, 
ringtail, bobcat, bear, 
all came to live here 

- 40,000 -

And human people came with basket hak and nets 
winter houses underground 
yew bows painted green 
feasts and dances for the boys and girls 
songs and stories in the smoky dark 

- 125 -

Then came the white man: tossed up trees and 
boulders with big horses, 
going after that old gravel and gold. 

Horses, apple-orchards, card-games, pistol 
shooting, churches, county jail. 

Gary Snyder p. 79 Turtle Island 



On Literature 

Literature has the element of place without 
the actual physical movement. Your mind is 
allowed to interlace images without reference 
to time or sequence creating vast topographic 
castles that your imagination may slip in and 
out of, warm skin into chilled satin... 



NUMBERED TREES 
a fiction 



We are ignorant of the meaning of the dragon 
in the same way that we are ignorant of the 
meaning of the universe, but there is some
thing in the dragon's image that fits mans 
imagination, and this accounts for the dragon's 
appearance in different places and periods. 

Joges Luis Borges 

In the United States there is more space where 
nobody is than where anybody is, that is what 
makes America what it is. 

Gertrude Stein 



The origins of this story began 10 years ago 
in the quiet motion of a Montana summer. It 
was 1972, an archetypal summer, the kind that 
occurs only once or twice in an entire life
time. It was the summer when everything 
appeared freshly created, alive. 

I believe it took 10 years for me to develop 
what is found in these writings but, of course 
that alone is not cause for its existence as 
an appropriate subject for an architectural 
thesis. What is cause for its appearance as 
an architectural thesis is the conveyance of 
s ignif icant meaning regarding our notions of 
land, language, man, and the built environment 

It is certainly clear that many aspects of art 
and architecture are remote from reason and 
that the connection between idea and body or 
concept and work is not easily understood. 



Man is forever faced with this tension between 
the idea and body, the abstract and the con
crete, becoming and being that which you con
ceive. It is out of this tension and magic 
correspondence that art is produced, and in 
the producing abstract ideas are revealed 
bodi1y. 

Analogue and dio1 ague are two essential aspects 
of this magic correspondence. 

Analogue draws like situations from the field 
of human experience, and deeper, at the rattl-
ings of ancient unused myths that surface in 
ones imagination. Man studies all relations 
by analogue. The analogue is a tool for under
standing, for explaining the unknown with the 
known. It is the projection of the known into 
the unknown. 

Dialogue uncovers poetic structures, the won
derful sounds and stirrings that emerge from 
the land, art, architecture and virtually all 
living things. It is the correspondence, the 
magic going in and out of a well tuned exper-
ience. 

To be as a wolf is analogue. To be wolf is 
dialogue, the body and idea become one. 

(The well tuned building is built out of this 
correspondence. In some sense it is complete 
and seeks no further. The myth of its idea 
and the body of its material correspond, in
teracting as words in a poem. ) 



Pv^e must not enter the land as a biologist, as 

one must not enter a book as a grammarian or 
a building as an architect. We must enter 

each as a participant in its creation, in the 
sordid myth o f its existence, in t he language 
of its conception. We must try t o enter into 

a thing as a poet, as one who attempts to 

willfully correspond the idea and body. 

To be wolf is to be Wolf. The idea and body 

become one. 

I  hope this book crawls and is chased, lunged 

at and spooked by f orces beyond its control. 

A note to the reader: 

There are two stories happening simultaneously 
in t he pages that follow -  both are prose about 

discovery. One has contemporary travelers 

(Jeremy and Edgar) and the other has an ancient 

traveler. 



It was the power of the language that held his 
attention all these years. ?The lines (of his 
poetry) were not insipid or the emotions exag
gerated. He tended to them with the same care 
with which he gardened...He drew himself along 
in a world of cultivated ideas1. ..He knew his 
garden well and each plant and tree was speci
fically held within his language. As the years 
passed he began to spend more time at the gar
dens perimeter, staring into revelatory dark
ness of the forest that lay all around him. 
And beyond that? He tried to imagine the tre
mendous poetic forces that must occur when the 
imagined landscape meets the real landscape. 

The power of his imagination lured him into a 
dulsetory romance with whatever lay beyond the 
confounded edges of his garden: "I must open 
that door, and see what is beyond", he thought. 
He approached and laid his hand on the crafted 
latch, rusted tight from nonuse. 



Creek edges lay east and west, to the extent 
that I had traveled to the places I imagined. 
The distinction between bank and water was 
slight. There were not many edges to sit 
along, except where bridges had been built 
and soil disturbed leaving steeply faced 
mounds to either side of the bridge abutments 
where we cut steps and seats to fish from. 

The bridge was an interval, a spatium connec
ting the ambiguous territories full of unre
solved corners. Jeremy spent many days high-
centered on the stone bridge, watching eddies 
send upstream twigs and leaves, circling. 
There was a joyful aloneness, dangling feet 
against the solid f ieIds tone that formed the 
shallow arches of the Minnehaha bridge. 



For years he tended the garden obediently un
til he began to think of the garden as merely 
a limit upon the wilderness, created for the 
benefit of mans inchoate nature. He no longer 
desired this separation. "I am a part of the 
part, which at first was the whole", he re
minded himself over and over until the garden 
walls diminished, and his imaginings freely 
mingled with the most distant outreach of the 
natural world. His formless imaginings became 
hybrids through the control of his language. 

"A wilderness of building, sinking far 
and self-withdrawn into a wondrous depth, 
far sinking into splendour-without end: 
Fabric it seemed of diamond and gold, 
with alabaster domes, and silver spires, 
and blazing terrace upon terrace, high 
Uplifted." Wordsworth 

His little house at the garden's center stood 
solidly, without reproach on consecrated ground, 
stone upon stone laid in the manner he was in
structed. An oak grew thirty feet from each 
corner of his house, protecting the vulnerable 
corners. The simple purity was unequivocal, 
s1ightly battered stone walls capped by a thick 
weave of brown-grey thatch hanging like eye
brows above narrow openings flanked by a sin
gle reed shutter. The door was built from one 
great slab of beech. The tree had fallen out
side the garden and it was the only time he 
had ever left. 

Now was the time, he thought. He broke the 
rust of the latch and swung the door into the 
w i1derness. 



Father had left. It was a surprise. A sur
prise somehow less tragic than the death of 
our short haired pointer, Happy. 

The suitcases were always full of stickers 
from far away places, glossy pictures of sails 
drifting amongst baggage passed stamps and 
colored claim checks. They both seemed happy. 

Oftem mom said I would stare past her, looking 
for father's presence, down narrow arched hall 
ways, into closets where broad wool coats hung 
into drawers full of organized tools, and down 
the alleyway for a familiar engine. 

I brooded for a very long time alone and with 
others. Edgar, my surrogate brother, and I 
his, contends I've never stopped brooding. 



In the preservation and cultivation of his gar
den he worked his language as the soil, turning, 
sifting, sowing, reaping, plowing, naming and 
renaming until every aspect became a hybrid, 
pollinating expansion of his language. It was 
a tortuous, unpoetic expansion but, neverthe
less he became richer knowing future generations 
would benefit from his meticulous catalog ueing. 

Year after year he spent in the garden believ
ing he was filling a finite vessel, a vessel 
soon to be filled by the expansion of language, 
until he was rattled by distant sounds while he 
was cutting a slab of beech for his new door. 
These distant sounds were unfamiliar, and in 
their unfamiliarity they pryed into him like 
nothing else had. He spent years trying to re
call the sounds perfectly, listening to every 
motion of dried stalk or whipped branch, crack
ing roof timbers or water that pounded the soil. 

There was nothing to compare. In fact, the 
word compare was inapplicable since it was be
yond the garden, he assumed that it was beyond 
his language. From that time on he was divided, 
hamstrung on the garden wall. Listening ever 
harder for sounds beyond his language. 

As he passed through the garden door and pushed 
it shut and latched it tight he felt very much 
outside himself, an observer of himself in an 
unfamiliar scenario he had only dreamed. 



When the pass through between dining and kit
chen was plastered over, the new texture 
troweled by a different hand, left an edge 
that encumbered the plane of the wall with a 
line every visitor noticed and some inquired 
silently, studying the scrolled oak shelf that 
carried burn marks from hot plates once set at 
its edge. I could feel the original warmth 
left by serving dishes of lamb, pork, broiled 
cheese and egg quiches, Amer ican casseroles 
and boiled corn beef and cabbage set in the 
arched alcove that allowed easy passage from 
kitchen to dining. (A feature my mother al
ways enjoyed.J 

If the shutters were closed it meant dinner 
was an hour away and we were to amuse ourselves 
patiently though, the instant they were flung 
open we all elbowed into the tight archT ex
changing chatter for the varying smells. This 
time spent elbow to shoulder, in the arched 
alcove we anticipated daily, and once there 

V 
we would stay until the last store light went 
off and we were sent to wash and collect 
plates from beneath the dry sink. The even
ings father came home early were different. 



There were no trails. The single full river 
originating in his garden passed through an 
oblong hole, higher than wide, and approxi
mately three armlengths from the edge of the 
garden door. The river was resonant, hits of 
powerful water tapping the stones of the wall, 
peeling long supple reeds from the shore that 
waved downstream - the direction of his in
tended travels. 

He hesitated to make that first step into the 
fictional distance, fearing only that his 
language could not expand adequately to accom
modate wilderness. 

"Language alone brings what is, as something 
that is, into the open for the first time", 
he thought. This is a tremendous measure, 
he is now distinct from the edge that defines 
his garden. He has leaped into the wilder
ness , a primal leap, an ursprung. He cogi
tated over the word, rolling it off his lips, 
shouting, then murmuring, spitting it into the 
air. 



Father had gone away. The house trembled an 
insubstantial sigh and the empty vacancy was 
a subject to be avoided. 

The houses took the shape of colored boxcars, 
miles long, black, red, black, green, doors 
swung open, empty, strung out in the stillness 
of a well respecting neighborhood. Never be
fore had the sun shone with such clarity, 
penetrating our shaded street, almost intruding 
upon the curious stillness. 

Often I would trace the outline of a leaf's 
shadow in the sand pretending to not know what 
I had drawn until turning quickly to catch the 
(object) of my outline hung high above. I 
would repeat this over and over until the sun 
had drifted, placing the leaf's shadow beyond 
my reach. 

It was just a thing to do. 

Brother was always busy with ostinsibly im
portant affairs, - school, band, choir. 

The neighborhood was so strange, sort of gar-
dent evclidean. 

1 The perfect setting for 
educating the child and 
tions of the world.' 

domestic harmony, for 
forgetting the vexa-



Sharawadji: a graceful disorder. The word, and 
definition, came to him from the edge of the 
forest floor, the tangled nest of life and death 
sanded the perpetually moist base of the garden 
wall, polishing the color, fossils of tenacious 
leaves striped the stony patterns fromed in the 
Mesozoic era. The hark from the Beech trees 
piled up like model canoes that had run their 
course, some nearly white and others a deep Af
rican red provided shelter for the ships of red 
ants that circumambulated the wall carrying the 
glorious weight of pipated fetal wasps, twice 
their length and weight and stolen boldly from 
operating hives. 

Sharawadji. He had not known or heard this word. 
Clean edges defined the interior of the garden 
wall. The meeting of wall and ground was arti
culate, swept clean of all the processes of 
earthly renewal. There were no ships of ants 
pirating carrion beneath Beech bark, no fossi
lized leaves clinging to 165 million year old 
stone. The edge was groomed, tended to a point 
of glassy perfection thus, the word, sharawdji, 
never came into being. 

There was a joy in this discovery. In the gar
den all he could see was the tops of trees be
yond the wall, and the seasons were briefly ex
plained by the changes in temperature and re
sulting dormancy. He had never thought to allow 
the leaves to pile one on another, decomposing 
into the body of the earth, absorbed into the 
par terre and routed as nutrients to the healthy 
and living. The tools of the garden were always 
kept, sharpened in the perpetual spading and me
ticulous weeding carried on to the gardens edge. 
There was no opportunity for any natural earth, 
renewal to occur. In its most convict ing sense 
the garden was paradise, mans ego attempting to 
form the patterns of nature. This separateness, 
though necessary, sickened him and the thought 
of returning to the garden was very remote. The 
thought of the neat little rows of obedient nas
turtiums, rag leaf cabbage, dipping sunflowers, 
full headed barley and a strain of wild oats sent 
him into a panic to remind himself of the word 
he had just learned. Looking at the forest floor 
he repeated over and over, sharawadji, until the 
word passed into his language as if it was his 
own name, introduced with intimate regard. 



It was the street we knew so well and wandered 
on after heavy midwestern rains, amongst houses, 
each one we had come to know specially; stand
ing, waiting for instructions, screen door held 
open behind one foot, the smell of warm reused 
air wrapped the arched oak jamb, passing from 
the staid interior. 

There was some shuffling of paper and the scratch 
of a drying pen. Staggered abbreviated letters 
formed the list of necessary groceries. 

"Run", the old lady would say, pressing six warm 
dollar bills into my hand. 

We ran, sprinting through deep water standing 
at each storm sewer. 

I would imagine running along a root broken trail 
catching glimpses of my prey. Our steps quick
ened in anticipation of the fire breaking the 
silence between the rushes of wind and rain 
against narrow glass rapping worn frames. 

The somber chairs circled the pressed tiger eye 
maple mantel. The late rexall's /Uppers still 
occupied an arms length position from his favor
ite chair. This fact always disturbed Edgar and 
he would switch off the lamp above the slippers. 

Sugar cookies and hot cocoa were our reward for 
the market sprint. 

"The house holds childhood motionless in its 
arms." 

Gaston Bachelard 



The house in its most illusive sense is para
dise. In its separateness, it establishes 
its being, distinct from nature but, still 
victim to the patterns of earthly renewal. It 
also establishes its illusive separateness by 
virtue of mans ego; The shell is formed out 
of the energy of mans fears and virtues, de
fending its ego in the laying up of stone, one 
upon the other. And when it is complete it 
will allude to the strength and intrinsic vir
tue of the material and form (the battered 
walls, thatch and solid beech door) but carry 
a latent message buried in the mortar or the 
dark rafters and all that is within mans ego 
is telegraphed throughout. Nothing is hidden. 
Everything is revealed. 

He turned to look downstream. 

"Who has not deep in his heart a dark castle 
of Alsinore in the manner of men of the past. 
We build within ourselves stone on stone a 
vast haunted castle." 

p.20 la Pecheuse d'asolu 
Ann Duthill 



Our '67 landcruiser was loaded with all that 
we thought was important. Father commented 
that it. looked as if we were off to a trade 
show for itinerant campers. He al
ways had a crucial remark that left us wonder
ing about our intentions. 

It was June 7. School had just finished. Our 
intentions seemed clear enough. 

The road, spit on ahead of us. 



The space around him seemed disproportionately 
large. An uneasiness hung his first step in 
midair, though, like a space traveler, he knew 
he could never return to an earthly normalcy 
because his life had been irrevocably altered 
by the perceptions of his first few moments in 
the wilderness. He thought of the wilderness 
as unknowing. He was humbled amongst the firm
ly established orders, cautioned by his unknow
ing, and awestruck by the life at his feet. 

He stepped on. One foot leading the other. The 
two worlds hanging from the peaks of the forest 
sky. Now and then he would circle around to 
catch a glimpse of the fading garden wall, imag
ining the geometrical boundaries of his house 
disappearing into the persistent growth of an 
untended garden. 

For some time he would quietly record an esti
mate of how many steps he had taken, soberly 
hoping to establish a way back. He persisted 
until the numbers became so large that any in
ternal recording interfered with his perceptions. 
He felt as if he was numbering the trees and he 
thought this ridiculous. The numbers were in
applicable. What existed gave all the necessary 
indications of his passage through the wilder
ness. He ruminated on his word, wilderness. 

The numbers didn't help. Numbers delimit, mark
ing a specific area of value, such as a garden. 
He valued everything suspended in the motion of 
the wilderness; the sequence of sharawadji, the 
vanishing worlds continually absorbed into rocky 
vaults of the tertiary era, the invertebrates 
stolen into extinction along with soft shelled, 
mussels, fossilized amongst silvery viens trans
porting pressurized water and heat from depths 
that halt even the imagination, boiling with 
the power to create paleomagnetism, liquid 
moving mass, rarefied gases touching off ex
plosions that tremor at the earths surface, 
shaking the vault of the forest. Every layer 
of existence held equal value. He could not 
make a distinction. He was suspended in the joy 
of this thought, coveting the mysteries he ex
perienced, walking, a solitary figure. 



Jeremy entered these notes, the first notes of 
their travel, in his journal: 

In the midwest infinity is seen in the prairie 
as an edge that rolls, not an edge that crests. 
It is the tumbling over of the earth, the 
place where the earth finds its simplest ex
pression . 

The midwest celebrates the inward, the infin
ity that compells a person to withdraw in sur
rounding enclosure. All is complete in enclos
ure. You are not so much at the edge of tran
sition, like the crest of a ridge that drops 
into a deep dished valley rather, you are 
amongst a complete whole until the next appearsT 

grove to grove, square to square, garden to 
garden. 

Beyond enclosure you anticipate the earth rol
ling until thin blue and light brown lines 
weave a haze that we call horizon. 

Both aspects are equally important. 
rcvd 

The rain is hard. The concrete edged decks 
dissolve as soil jumps at muddied perimeters. 
There is no distinction, except for the light
ing. 



Every so often he broke stride, stepping over 
uplifted terrain broken by giant roots that 
clawed at the ground, clearing the way for 
new growth. He came to anticipate the areas 
of old and new growth and thought of them as 
a chronology of the aged trees, angered as 
death neared they tore at the ground fighting 
to remain upright, hoping to become obsidian 
welded to the polished fabric of stone their 
roots had fought for years to penetrate and 
absorb water from. In the last years as the 
earth began to win victory over the particu
lar tree, all its energy was concentrated at 
the roots, breaking the surface of the earth. 
The tree, he suspected, did not fear death 
but, feared the loss of integrity, in that 
moment when it finally toppled, rooty tendons 
dry and broken, severed from its prominent 
position in the forest. It imagined itself 
lying amongst the lower forms of life, the 
sedentary moisture rising, absorbed into the 
dry bark, boring splinterux passages into its 
cambian to convey mouthy, gnawing, pests with 
unumbered legs, boasting all the while of 
their splendid victory. 

Time was marked when an oak fell, he looked 
for fallen oaks as he stepped along. 

There was a general equipose to the wilderness 
he came to respect. The orders were not ap
parent but, firmly established. He felt as 
if he was held to the shoreline by his ignor
ance, his understanding paddling in the shal
lows, with the seldom hunted coot. 



Edgar motioned for a cola, there was no sense 
yelling and adding to the road-noise. 

Jeremy and Edgar were vaguely aware of the 
surge west, admitting they were part of it, 
but removed from any false hopes the romantic 
past lived with. The Utopian myth, the pro
mises of paradisal wonder did not live fully 
within them as they must of for the explorers 
and homesteaders. They knew they would not 
live as Laura Ingalls Wilder. Still, they 
carried the hopes of the passion of discovery, 
the passion that would shape a new American, 
mold errant values, integrating themselves in
to nature. They sought a contemporary trans
cendence, this could not be denied. 

Paradise was always situated at the top of a 
literary stairway, a divine ascension that did 
not appeal to the horizontal motion our crui
ser was capable of at 52 mph. 



The evening trailed him, a ministering silence, 
crouched on the shoulders of a group of par ape-
tetic priests moving with the grace of formal 
instruction. The silence, the stillness was a 
product. A product of repetition. A product 
of endless hack and forth without a word, dis
ciplined underlings performing tasks performed 
for centuries. An endless sawing hack and forh 
at the edge of reality, at the edge of some 
intrinsic feature of the landscape not yet dis
covered. He thought of the brickmaker slapping 
portions of mud into worn mo Ids and then lay ing 
the bricks in the sun. He thought of the water 
carrier wearing the trail and his soles slate 
smooth with the repetition of endless back and 
forth. He thought of the rows of dried brick 
stacked, without a word, the mason filling his 
trowel with mortar and. laying it onto the next 
course, tapping each brick, into place. 

Disappear ing and appearing, the evening defines 
an edge where an infinite transition takes 
place, a luring of the finite into the infinite 
but, only for a moment and then gone. This 
thought halted him, he grasped at it, tenaci
ously flipping it in his mind, a whitefish 
broads ide on a bed of kelp. He staggered with 
the notion of this repetition carried on for 
billions of years and thought of the bricklayer 
in the same sense. A reflection of an eternal 
sway or motion intrinsic to the earth and sky 
is carried out every time a swatch of mud is 
pressed into a mold or a brick is tapped into 
place or a blade spins on a cultivator or cane 
is cut, or a tree is felled. 

He thought perhaps that the sound he had heard 
from inside the garden wall was a product of 
the earths motion. He decided to break for 
the night. 



North Dakota. The earth was groomed. I would 
watch the rows of corn speed by, imagining 
there was an unseen grid beneath the soil that 
somehow aligned each seed as it dropped from 
the drill. The sunflowers bobbed, dipping from 
the tremendous weight of each head, rotating 
in the sun. 

The cruiser was very hot. Engine heat passed 
through the fire wall as if it was blown. I 
had glued aluminum foil to the wall in a tri
ple layer but this only helped to retain the 
heat. As the road cooled we maintained a warm 
ride. A thermos effect, Edgar remarked, as he 
pressed a cheese sandwich to the fire wall, 
slightly toasting the bread. 

The cruiser bobbed like full grown sunflowers 
at each frost heave in the road. 

I could not understand this circumstance we 
so fondly refer to as country. Certainly, 
every square inch of tillable land in North 
Dakota is just that, groomed to the point of 
dreaminess. 

"Edgar, what is this notion of country?" 

Edgar replied that it is perhaps just dis
tinct from the city and in its distinctness 
is country. 

"Perhaps. There must be more, however", I 
yelled. 



: 
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He slept a diluted sleep that night, touched 
by the pastels of an ancient dream, colors 
lined the restless narrows of his mind, stream
ing like clay hooves through a canyon, it was 
a red country r stained, perhaps, by the smoke 
of sacrifice. Life's taken as a matter of 
course. Spirits annuled in the shifting al
luvial rock where water coursed, withdrawing, 
leaving only the shells of former life dried 
into shallow pods, slight saucers of moisture 
evaporating hurriedly as stone split in the 
dry red heat. 

His dream fed on the inorganic matter of this 
red desert country. A country, an ancient 
land, he soon suspected to come upon. The 
physiognomy of this bare-boned enduring land
scape stung at him. There was a familiar sound 
in this landscape. A hum. An ancient hum. A 
melody collected at earthly borders, a perfec
tly constructed lyric, a composite of all the 
voices of all the languages sliding throughout 
the solitary figure of the land like eyes 
through keyholes. To sympathetic ears the 
melody resembled a galley of oath strong monks, 
their vessel pushing along in dark open waters, 
unfaltering, a powerful engine exalting in 
its duties, their chant rising with the crest 
of each stroke. 

Humming• Singing. He thought of the sound as 
the passion of the earth bellowing with age, 
the tetonic plates singing as they trembled in 
motion. The topology of his dream, of the 
landscape, fought to contain the liquid forces 
that lay below but, the inter connectedness was 
too powerful and every so often the hum of the 
earth was disclosed. It was joyful. In the 
red country the land readily disclosed itself, 
the ancient pastels rinsed by the withdrawing 
water. 

Jolted by new rain, he awoke and sat up. The 
small clearing surrounded by dark green propped 
up on white and black trunks dimly lit by the 
early light. He felt he had had a dialogue 
with a land he had never seen, as he snapped 
at breakfast. 
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You needn't complicate things so, Jeremy. 

So much so, It seems to be a toss of the hat, 
an unconceived roll, a dash before the rain, 
with each image and lesson you grab for mean
ing, rolling it in your palm until it slips, 
passing to another disinterested person as 
melancholy in a roomful of card shuffling re
tirees . 

Jeremy is despondent. The rain spills off 
the windshield with each push of wind, racking 
our shockless landcruiser. 

I knew it was not a time to talk. It was one 
of those complicated times when only your 
silent presence is appropriate. 

I shouldn't of mentioned the melancholy or the 
retirees. 

He brooded onto himself afraid to sever ties 
with his familiar sadness. 



Poesis. Poesis, a poetry engaged in the dis
covery, transformation and invention that poe
try seeks, the active disclosure of the earths 
creative forces. 

He sat in tall dry grass, legs kicked out in 
front, listening as he spoke the word "Poesis". 
It volunteered to become a part of his language, 
created out of the hum of that ancient dream. 
In the discovery and employment of this word, 
poesis, he made specific his understanding of 
a phenomenon that has always existed, the joy
ful sounds of the earth tumbling over and over, 
cracking at volatile areas to disclose the ser
pentine, schist and geneiss normally buried in 
a mountains core. It made him aware of the 
power he would feel each year when the summer 
solstice appeared, skimming the farther est 
reaches of the sky, pulled, lanquidly by bousto-
phroden oxen. Time appeared to slow. Every 
object, organic or inorganic, appeared stilled, 
hung in the high summer light. The patterns 
of life became archetypes to be studied, each 
one burdened by the tremendous necessity of 
his finite species. 

Everywhere he looked the species struggled with 
adaptation and the solstice was merely a mark 
exposing the painful conditions whereby each 
plant and animal fought to survive, transform
ing itself into a newer strain or hybrid. 

The earth just by sheer mass would eventually 
win over. It was the particular species con
sumed by the general earth. Since he could 
not separate himself from the family of parti
cular species he knew his species would be con
sumed as well, and this made him painfully a-
ware of that poetic hum, or earthly chant that 
seemed now to rumble with hunger. 

All that we build and suffer with and huddle 
amongst and store away will ultimately be 
routed to an ordivician sea. -.1 

Perhaps the earth is a juvenile sub-species 
in the universe. 
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The yearning was understandable, discovery was 
the trips intent but, the familiar sadness and 
cantagious melancholy was harmful. 

Jeremy agreed. 

The hopeless romantic would be eaten alive in 
this country. We must shake the nostalgia, the 
courting of the nonexistent paradise. It was 
the illusions that got the homesteaders into 
trouble. The illusions brought them to the 
west and sent them running in fear. 

Edgar pointed to a distant silo. A symbol of 
persistence in the sparse grassy hills of wes
tern North Dakota. 

Illusions didn't build that silo, it was built 
by the daily struggles... 

Oh God, Edgar, I see your point. 



When the garden gate swung shut he felt outside 
himself, an observer not quite ready to parti
cipate in the vast wilderness. The garden was 
founded, a secure presence. The leaving had 
origins in yearning and discovery. He remem
bered projecting imaginary landscapes over the 
garden wall and hoping by faith that when he 
opened the door and swung into the wilderness 
the land would pass under standibly into his 
mind, without alteration. 

And now as he sat in. the field comparing what 
he knew with what he had discovered he knew 
this was not so. 

He stretched his fingers, the dry grass collec
ting in the tender skin hidden from labor, his 
palms, coarse and folded, crushed new green 
timothy, as he pushed and rose. 

His thoughts swung hard to the garden. Suspen
ded in this small clearing one days walk from 
his paternal wall he thought how absurd the no
tion that a boundary is that from which some
thing begins its presencing. He had heard that 
an ancient people believed this. Perhaps they 
were part of his dream. 

The more he tried to press the word boundary 
into use the more he fought with its inaccur
ate origin. In his walking all the boundaries 
he constructed, or tried to construct, between 
garden and wilderness, between stone and tree, 
between field and forest, were mere fatuations, 
formed by words that wouldn't allow him to see 
the faithful interdependence. 

The earths creative forces bellowing, a great 
army uproarious, moving in victory, stretched, 
a thin layer of muscle, a mantel of moving 
stone, colors held high, the dust of past ar
mies rolling, breathless, caught in the earths 
vacuum. 

He suspected that it was mans conquering na
ture that created the word boundary, number
ing and naming. Too much time number ing and 
naming, not enough time listening. 

He staked the word boundary outside his lan
guage. 
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Edgar had missed the point, or so it seemed. 
Edging his sleeping bag closer to the ragged 
edge of the fire he fell silent. Asleep. 
Jeremy stared out into the ancient pot striped 
hills of the painted canyon. 

Edgar slept simply, carving a comfortable place 
amongst held memories. He seems to string 
reality so easily, popcorn on a thread. 

Jeremy looks for beg innings, anticipates end
ings and tries to thread reality as Edgar, but 
a portion of him (always) struggles with the. 
appar ent. 

Jeremy searches for the disordered sequence. 
The disorder that reveals something underlying, 
perhaps some ancient flux that he only vaguely 
senses and is unable to approach not know ing 
where to look. 

For as long as Jeremy can recall there has been 
joy, the joyful contiguous patterns of living. 
And, much later significance wedged its way in
to joy and as he grew older there was the des
pair that accompanies knowledge. 

Edgar was able to edit the stuff of the twenti
eth century and balance the knowledge and joy. 
This balance was. partially due to innocent ac
ceptance of the apparent and rejoicing in that 
acceptance. His creativity was directed at 
balancing the knowledge and joy. 

He slept comfortably amongst held memories. 

Edgar rose and stood at the edge of the pain
ted canyon brushing his teeth. Tractor trai
ler semis passed one after another with cool 
morning engines. I hesitate with the zipper 
of my sleeping bag. Overhead the chill turns 
to light and the night is groined tight. I 
am compelled to stand as Edgar points to the 
plowed geometrics beyond the desert^ Patterns 
raised on edge we hadn't seen when we arrived 
the previous night. 

Teeth clean Edgar hung his sleeping bag in the 
sun and determined what we could have for 
breakfast. 
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A realignment was taking place within him, a 
sifting of the spirit through coarse screens. 
It was as if all that he knew was being trim
med, trimmed of excess under stand ing. He re
called a passage from Hebrews for no apparent 
reason. 

"Faith is the substance of things hoped 
for, the evidence of things not seen." 

It was the Heron upright, the marble stones in 
his pocket, the moss hanging like condenced 
shards of buffalo skin in the dense forest, the 
dark corners beneath ashlar steps drilled into 
thick walls, black oak rails worn smooth by the 
fine tooth of labor ing peoples hands passing 
each Sunday, the bloated spring creeks hammer
ing banks that dropped lower and lower until 
meeting the oceans that built the soil of hid
den sedimentary beds, the anguolar conformity 
of dried oceanic steppes and rifts, like over
turned discarded pots lay before me. 

It was the red country that so often blew over 
the garden wall in great windstorms. v  I had 
collected the red sand in jars and labeled them 
with a date and vague speculation as to their 
origin. This land obviously had a furious for
mation, still red with the heat of the triassic 
a ge . 

He would stare into the jars of red sand until 
his eyes glazed over attempting to project what 
he knew into what he didn't know, prompted by 
the unique red sand or permian rock as he called 
it. He tried to imagine the land that it was 
formed in and the tremendous pressure of the 
heat and rapid glacial cooling, and then the 
slow appearance of life.ty As he stood before 
the real thing, the red country, hundreds of 
domed rutilant beds striped by the run-off of 
a receeding geological age, he quivered. He 
developed elaborate analogies about what the 
red country was like based on what he saw in 
the bottles but, nothing approached the land 
he stood before now. He shuddered, gropping 
for the familiar, tracing each hill and basin, 
intoxicated by its subtle disclosure. 



The skeleton of the earth is exposed in this 
dry stillness. Water marks the worn compressed 

edges of stone. Lower, the water stands drain

ing into concealed arroyos. It is a very min

ute delicate worId-juniper, octillo, willow. 

A person could look a very long time, for some

thing undiscovered, missing a great deal of 

life, alot of life lays at your feet in this 

red desert country. You have to sift through 

the sand, feeling for the impressions left in 
this refined land. 

Telegraphed, the land pitches and rolls layers 

of finely eroded stone crushed, in their pa

tient back and forth, the promise of the home

steaders . 

The promises slipped from sight, further, each 

cloistered in tight canyons and spread thin and 

weak throughout the remaining homesteads, 
qnawed at by spreading sands and permicious 

winds. 

It was the crack of the telegraph hammer I 

could hear drop deep in the painted desert. 

It was a skeleton no one really knew, a hammer
ed white-boned skeleton that in its patient en-

duringness absorbed life from the explorers 

and homesteaders. 

Edgar was reminded of the fateful Franklin ex

pedition to the North Pole of 1854 in which :y/j. 

carried a 1200 volume library, a hand organ 

playing 50 tones, china place settings and cut 

glass wine goblets instead of additional coal. 

For years following the expedition explorers 

recovered skeletons from the ice pack. 

Jeremy never felt as cautious, silently star

ing into the painted desert. 

* L. P. Kirwan 
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The forest was behind him, not like a gate, 
but like a field of rye churned into a bottle 
of whiskey and spent at the edge of winter. 

The river he was following, which originated 
in the garden, dissappeared. He stepped on, 
coiling around a hill in the center of a grey-
purple strip, kneeling now and again to sift 
the dry pigments through his fingers, pausing 
to examine the material as if he was cutting 

~*^into an undisturbed tell. 



They were all romantics, swallowing the no
tions of(the)paradise hook, line and sinker. 

The romantic walked into the west with the 
illusion of strength of a new nation as well 
as the literary and artistic promises of 
paradisal wonders. 

They all believed. It was an ursprung, a 
primal leap into the wilderness. What an 
awful beginning. A fateful expectation -
Paradise. 

Edgar poured some coffee. The coffee was 
black and certainly the smell very dark. 

We spent alot of time ruminating over the 
possible daily thoughts of a grazing steer. 

The road was straight and long. 

Driving trucks, it's a job. They must for
ever think about destinations, shifting loads, 
garbage and glass on the shoulders, vaguely 
aware of the land they are passing through... 
The land is just a thing you go over, you 
overcome, speeding down hills, laying the 
pedal down with a good tail wind. 



Six rises into the desert water surfaced in a 
shallow basin. An odd grouping of wood, stone 
and iron lay in disarray in a half circle 
around the water. Ruins. He suspected that 
the buildings were once inhabited by Dravidian 
people, a group of people that existed in the 
preliter ate period of the world or perhaps it 
was one of the groups of small tribes dis
persed from the tower of Babel following the 
confusion of languages. He speculated on the 
daily routines or rituals that suggested to 
the nomads this particular layout of buildings. 

Perhaps it was defense. Perhaps the shade of 
the buildings kept the water from evaporating 
until late summer or the half circle marked 
the suns movement, inaguarating the season of 
stay ing and the season of moving; or perhaps 
it imitated a portion of Soloman's temple in 
Jerusalem, a place they may have visited; or 
perhaps its plan reflected the curving trails 
spun into the red hills used to hunt tiny 
spring-bok antelope and the celebration that 
occurred after success. 

The arches of the ruins had nearly fallen, 
the red dust greasing the mortar less joints. 
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It was Saturday. We hadn't seen McDonalds 
since leaving Minneapolis and so we stopped. 

The lady with taut wrinkles, accompanying her 
suspendered husband, said that he, (a neigh
bor seen in McDonalds), would be able to lose 
weight because the scriptures talked about 
'all those sorts of things.' 

After the wrinkled lady and the suspended man 
left a lady who listened spoke out that 'Gods 
things come only to those who work toward them. 

(The wrinkled lady and the lady who listened 
obviously had divergent theological opinions.) 

She plucked a handful of french fries and 
buried them behind chromed bird glasses. She 
had a very hairy face. 

She mumbled as if her tongue was dieseling. 

Jeremy stared in disbelief as the French fries 
disappeared behind her enraged overweight 
opinions. 

Edgar suggested Jeremy laugh and then send 
her some theological obscenity. 



The ruins read like for gotten drawers spilled 
open to the eyes of a distant relative, seek
ing his nobility. Everything about the ruins 
were reminiscent. A rill of archaic infor
mation touching the energy of lives long since 
gone. He felt it in the stones, in the pre
sence of this huddling brood, walls and raf
ters slung low in the soil. 

External forces didn't appear to cause the 
abandonment. It was a slow internal decay, 
a hangingon, returning each season to the dry 
safe country isolated from the roads of war
ring tribes, their population expanding until 
the shallow basin couldn't support them.Forced 
to alter their established traditions the 
young became disillusioned and dispersed to 
be absorbed as slaves into the more powerful 
tribes. 

He was disturbed by the thought of elders 
grimly losing will, their courage broken by 
the harsh unremitting land. They chose fam
iliarity over survival. They chose to die 
within their heritage. 

This solitary figure of the ruins hidden in 
the unending repetition, color upon color, 
hill upon hill, was a lonely siren, luring 
his imagination into the promises its initial 
builders once believed. 
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The road to the Ever's ranch could've been 
mistaken for a collection of dried streams. 
It was a road that required tremendous intu-
ition. 

The trail tightened against the steepening 
hillside. Fantastic growth hung from minor 
areas of dirt purched between fallen rock. 
At a short distance the trail was impercep
tible and I clutched for a foothold, jamming 
the floor of the cruiser with my foot. 

We went along like this for 22 miles, our 
oversized tires smoking as they caught the 
fenderwells coming out of deep ruts. 

Edgar had to remind me of the tires as if the 
smoking wasn't reminder enough. 
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He was unsettled, a myth amongst the unsettled 
energy of the ruins. He paused as he stepped 
over the stone threshold that led out of the 
basin and through the last full height, up
right, wall . 

He regretted knowing pythgaor as and those con
founded numerical ratios. This settlement is 
a constellation, a pattern of settlement 
repeated time and time again. There were no 
stakes, no hatter hoards, no surveyors laying 
complex geometric grids in the hot sand, it 
was a genu ine culture moving in a network of 
oral knowledge refined by harsh wandering 
time. 

The functions of the community were clearly 
established within the constellation, the 
pattern, the plan drawn by the words of el
ders, and those that went before them. He 
stalled with the thought of this caravan 
clumsily persisting in their trad it ions, re
turning each year to the shallow basin. It 
was the species in them, the natural genera 
that destroyed them. 

"The number of posts needed to steady a ships 
mast or the number of posts to set up the 
skeleton of a horse are not necessarily known 
by counting but, among primitive tribesmen 
by the visual image of the constellation and 
its functions." p. 211 R.A. 



We named and renamed, creating the vastness 
we saw outside inside. Choosing words as if 
the ranches very existence depended upon 
these words. 

The horizon from our bunkhouse window was a 
slight red cusp, the dust forming wi1lowy 
strands into the night sky. 

This bunkhouse was in a place where you would 
expect to find dinosaur beds, very remote. 

We unloaded the cruiser and swept the flies 
out of the bunkhouse 
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The odors of the ruined room were measures of 
time layered into the stone walls through the 
soft linen that hung like graphite tracings 
in his imagination. 

And, as his words were formed and altered, the 
odors and tracings became stronger, darker, 
a distinct genera. 

"A thinker must subtly control the relations 
of his concepts for which they stand." 

p. 20 8 R.A. 



Rainier scratched at the soil as if he inten
ded to sow something beneath his foot. In
stead he grabbed a shovel, kicked the blade 
with his heel and overturned a dry mound of 
red soil that dissolved into the ground as 
soon as it hit. There was no substance. 
What was the ground going to give? I asked? 

Rainier motioned into the distance. 

He replied: this ground is going to give its 
vastness, its clarity of exist
ence. Our own sense of being 
will be established through it. 

Edgar looked blankly into the distance, fight 
ing with the unfami 1iarity of the landscape 
and Rainier's words. 

"The land is our heritage, our nobility, our 
frustration. " ' r "'re- • 



He was peppered by remembering, perceptual 
shapes thrust as blackbirds into a migrating 
sky . 

The whole of nature stalled in the blackened 
vault of imaginary v/ings. The ruins disap
peared in its winged shadow, in the solemn 
harmony of archaic shapes, the most unclut
tered basic shapes, abstracted from energy 
beyond his memory. 

The shapes, like words, were within his reach, 
particular instances amongst a great amount 
of raw material. 

Where did these shapes rise from to occupy 
his imagination, he thought, as he walked on, 
up one hill and down another, an unthinking 
rhythm of rising and falling. 



Ponies stood up to their bellies in green hay, 
unable to move, they ate till their hooves 
appeared. 

Rusting machinery, leaning barns held upright 
by corrals and leather bridles hooped over 
swung gates. This was the old homestead. 

Rainier pointed to the low walls and small 
low doors constructed hurriedly as the winter 
of 1863 pressed upon Beaver creek valley. 
The log walls were still in tact, stuffed 
with portions of daily newspapers, Christmas 
socks and cloth meant to go to Mrs. Reinhold 
Evers drapes that spring. 

The measure of this families resilience can 
be measured by the things, valuable or not, 
crammed into shrinking log walls where chink
ing fel 1 . 

'What a sound that was' said Rainier, 'chink
ing falling to the rough cut wood floor in 
the middle of the night, temperature drop
ping. ' 

The traces of water are everywhere. Water 
standing, evaporating and then being replen
ished. No constant flow of any strength 
exists. Nevertheless, you could feel the 
moisture in the basin of cold spring creek. 

It had been running 3 days prior, Rainier 
guessed. 



Springs are an anamoly in this land. Water; 
discreet mirages laying in narrow serat ions 
that expose the vulnerable shifting humor of 
the earth. The raw material spilling into 
sight, out of the infinite complexity of the 
earth and into the worn mitt of his language 

He thought his language and imagination pow
ered by this recurring spilling of the earth 
the red soil collecting on the soles of his 
shoes. 

He danced and jumped at the thought, the red 
soil puffing as he landed. 



Surveyors never bothered to number and flag 
the sage of the spiny barrel cactus but, the 
numbered trees strapped blue and red and 
nailed with short wooden stakes bearing rel
evant numbers, stood everywhere waiting to 
be called to into service. 

This land was never surveyed. It became a 
reservation when deemed wholly valueless and 
when no Indians appeared year after year 
Rainier began to dribble cows onto it for its 
sparse vegetation. Eventually the BLA traded 
it to him for some picnic benches built . . 

to forest service specifications. 
Rainier refers to this as the expansion of the 
ranch. 

Indeed it was an expansion, into billions of 
geological years. 

Perhaps it bordered on the uninhabitable and 
that is why no Indians stayed. 
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Upon entering the wiIderness he was over
whelmed by the array of simultaneous images, 
flockin, wounded, flight amongst the iron 
trunks of a stable forest. He leaned on his 
language, a stamen to coordinate the incipi
ent unknown. 

And the same was true when he passed into the 
desert that he had only known as pale burnt 
red sand collected in bottles. There was no 
association with a land form, only specula
tion, the pleasing safe forms of a well tread 
imagination. 

He was, however, jolted at the edge of the 
desert and at the edge of the wilderness, be
neath the solstice sun, passing over the 
threshold of the ruins, dipping into the wat
ery serations that lured him into the earth, 
meeting the fiction of the earth face to face 
its shapes fitting solidly into his imagina
tion . 

It wasn't geology or molecular structure. It 
was the meet ing of creative forces face to 
face. The witnessing. It was correspondence 
the easing open of imagination to allow the 
earth's presence entry, and; the earth open
ing to allow imagination entry. 

This correspondence was a joyful thought. 
It is a difficult thought and tough to sta
bilize. 

He paused. 



Rainier Evers spoke each word as if it had 
its own vivid origin. He was a reckless 
thinker, speaking with the taste of creation 
as he stepped twice on the clutch of the old 
Dodge, that lurched between descriptions on 
the nature of his ranch. 

Spokes of surveyed power lines, dropped in 
pairs, disappear into the edges of over lap
ping browns and greys, feeding infinitely 
into the distance. The water flows in small 
deeply eroded gorges that are hidden. A 
rusted crane fights to hold its boom above 
the crushed housing, refusing to give up its 
place in the landscape. 

Rainier wasn't interested in our history. He 
was quick to familiarize us with the nature 
of this land, the "victimizing land", and to 
caution any liberties we might take with it. 

"You must not try to take possession of the 
land. You will die trying, " he said. 



This correspondence was a poetic joy. The 
spirit prevailed upon by simple uncluttered 
shapes. 

The shapes of life linked like a sole to the 
tapered edge of a marble step that fit so 
well the steps of our imagination. 



We spent the evening in Greybill, dropping 
little ones and big ones into pool pockets. 
Felix Salarno, the ranch manager, said: "Al
ways set up your buddy if you have no shot 
and that way you can help him be a hero. " 

Felix had been married twice, both women cer
tainly drawn to the lean angular cowboy of 
secure gentle composure but I'm guessing 
they tired of horses, long days that strung 
the weeks into years out in the sparse coun
try , and dreams that didn't include a simple 
existence without alot of American flag wav
ing. 

Felix admitted he only had 1.50 but insisted 
on buying me beer. 

He broke horses on the side. 200.00 per head 

I asked if there were any special mounts. 

"No, " he said, "just ordinary rugged, desert 
animals. Your shot. " 

Edgar told him Swedes were not very good pool 
players. 

Felix replied, "yes, but they are good people 

He smiled a long taunting smile that curved 
up beyond his dark olive nose and said, 
"Isn't that right?" 



The magic going in and out was the sound that 
rattled at him as he cut the slab of beech for 
his new door. 

The transfiguration of space, the struggling 
of the earth to accommodate human imagination 
and the struggling of the human imagination to 
hold earth, each feeding into one another. 

It is the gone dinosaur he reconstructs in 
order to maintain its presence in his imagi
nation. The dragon he seizes with reverence, 
the heating hearts of creaking floorboards 
taunt his insecurities, 'Adam's house he cor
ners in his mind, a stone engraving charged 
with spirit, the twisted foliated columns of 
odd proportion fill him with the order of an 
Olympian forest, his garden walls built as the 
first walls, fine ashlar masonry guarded by 
angels with flaming swords, protectorates of 
paradise, the crucifix wobbles at its rotting 
base and the tower built into the heavens are 
as much a part of the universe as the atom, 
each contributing to a cherished portion of 
his imagination. 

Earth holds imagination. Imagination holds 
earth. The external and internal feed into 
one another. 

Correspondence. 

It was a dialogue he was beg inning to grasp. 

He paused. 

"...We speak when we are awake and we speak 
in our dreams. » p_ 1Qg ^ 



We were out early. The sun crested as the 
first saddles were thrown on reluctant backs. 
Our breath froze, chrome bridles pushed into 
shifting jaws, flared noses steamed as we 
mounted. The horses sputtered, tails switch
ing as we left the relative warmth of the 
night barn. 

Today we were to rebuild a long unused spring 
tank at the very northern edge of Rainier's 
land. Pedro, the pack mount trailed behind. 

Rainier leaned on the massive roping horn of 
his low backed saddle, looking as if a mil
lion tons over 50 years had tightened the 
cinches, yanking at leather haunches. Many 
horses must've been spent beneath that saddle. 

Rainier sat up, paused, located himself. It 
wasn't the pause required by a stoplight, 
the obiigatory back and forth. It was the 
gathering of inuendos, the stepping aside to 
gather precious bits of informat ion, alto
gether outside me and Edgar's understanding. 



A gentle pause, the interiorized rhythm of 
concrete chimes among st abstract echoes spun 
silently within him. 

A complete sense of earth dominated his imag 
ination with this thought. 

"The alien is dogged, framing the familiar, 
forever creating a tension in the mind and 
body as if the forces of nature were ever 
colliding in our stomach. " 

P. 2 26 M. H. 

"Poetry admits man into nature 

P. 228 M. H. 



Rainier paused. It was always a poetic pause 
a break in the rhythm, just at the point of 
understanding he was silent. 

Jeremy and I would try to correlate some phys 
ical occurence with the pauses. There was 
none. Rainier was responding to clues we 
couldn't see or feel. There were clues de
livered to him at the edge of his long memory 
Perhaps it was a kind of historical bio-
rhythm entrusted to him by his ancestors who 
left their spirits in this land. 

We skipped over the frozen marsh that origi
nated in the bleeding of Alkalai cold spring 
creek, heavy hooves breaking ice. 

We dropped the salt and paused. 

Rainier just listened. He did this listening 
as if he heard something beyond the infinite 
silence. 

Edgar was skeptical. He thought surely 
Rainier was trying to discern something in 
the distance. 

I suspect he was just listening. Listening 
to nothing in particular, just a general kind 
of wonder. 



He was experiencing a very large thought, the 
kind of thought you cannot merely skirt 
around. He tried to sketch a figure in the 
sand that might encompass this large thought. 
He tried to find an analogy. He was only 
certain of one thing -large thoughts depend 
on small thoughts', they lean on one another, 
just as image is formed out of the raw ma
terials of nature, large thoughts are small 
thoughts out of control, self-penetrating 
organisms that gather power as they run the 
surface of the mind. 



All those pauses, all that silence in this 
vast still land began to appear archetypal, 
lacking a def in it ive origin or geologic fu
ture. There was only this indwelling present 
moment, pervading our simple activities. 

Rainier appeared on a nearby bluff from some 
red mountain willow, a silhoutte in the end
less colors. He signaled with a wave of his 
hat. The calf must've been found. 

The fami 1iar foundation of linear time is 
impotent, inapplicable amongst the 4 1/2 bil
lion years represented by this brood ing land. 
Formed by repetitive forces, cooling, heating, 
expelling, expanding, washing, leaps of power 
beyond our know ledge fed into this present 
moment we call the Rainier Ever's ranch. 

My horse balked, sett 1ing for a worn trail 
instead of the downhill adventure I proposed. 
We met at the base of a slight hill called 
fallen temple, a tired looking composition 
of leaning eroded spires sharpened by the 
wind, balanced pencil pointsr the original 
leads drawn across formless pre-history. 

"Nice thought," Edgar said. 

We followed Alkalai spring creek back to the 
ranch allowing the calf to move at his own 
pace, feeding at his pleasure. 

I asked Rainier if the other calf was still 
alive. 

"It will be at the old homestead in time," 
he replied. 



Large thoughts are nearly always an abstrac
tion, a bent tool to turn a too tight nut 
that nothing else can reach. 

But, the really enormous thoughts of man are 
bent, as tools, specifically to reveal worn 
notions, so that they may be discarded, some 
sent to libraries, some to distant lands, and 
in the discarding some facet of human culture 
is revealed. 

For the moment he concentrated on this thought 
of interiorized rhythms, concrete (j&Hrves'and 
abstract echoes. It was a very spatial ^ 
thought. Architectural. 

It was the memory of Mycean tombs cracked open. 



Early Sunday morning we picked up the mail in 
Greybil1. 

"Jesus, my father always includes my middle 
initial as if I was meant to somehow fulfill 
the title. He is so silent, so absent. In 
both these privations I compete for my Christ
ian title. " 

"Perhaps it is pride, that you have earned that 
middle initial," Edgar replied. 

"A son always strives for his fathers recogni
tion. It is simple." From my mother there is 
no silence, no absence, no pause by which I 
might falter and fall away. 

We slipped from the post office onto early 
streets. The shadows lay like towers fallen. 

Whenever I say "it is simple" Edgar knows I 
don't believe it. 

There was both singing and wind. They both 
carried a long ways. Together they composed 
a hum threaded through early streets. A train 
whistled a long ways off. We knew it was in 
the woods but not in the wilderness for the 
track had to have been laid and the human en
ergy was extant forever, the line of steel 
spiked to a rhythm of oiled timber embedded 
in wheeled gravel, conscious of the duties it 
was designed to perform. A melody edged into 
the hum. It was suggestive, suggestive of the 
joy that participated in each persons history. 
A melancholy overcame our group. 

Seduced by a piano? This was a very powerful 
piano. The melodies delivery required tre
mendous discipline, this discipline was part 
of the melancholy. 

We sat in the Union Hall sipping coffee. The 
morning rolled long and agile, peak to valley. 



He thought of his house, the ruins, Sharowdji, 
poes is, his language and the ancient hum. It 
was some sort of miraculous composition, finely 
wrought. 

He felt an elemental settling of the senses 
around a hands-on-object, around the composi-
tionf or agamy at a cosmic level, an unfolding 
of perceptual shapes across the desert, the 
magical structure of his existence became archi
tecture . 

Out of the raw materisl..."the bringing forth 
of creation and bringing forth as a mode of 

™ k i n9-" p. 58 M. H. 



An entry in Jeremy's journal. Undated. 

Pay attention to the quieter side, to the side 
you've always admired. 

Listen to the quiet, listen to the sounds, lis
ten to the words. 

The sounds and the quiet wrap around me, the 
words come in like diamonds, coveted. 

The words are coveted, pressing to distant ed
ges the sounds and the quiet. 

Word 1: Wind is the wind of many long winds, 
the expression of wind upon wind con
nected to a string of fatuous char
acteristics. It is the wind we covet 
comparing one wind to another and an
other and another.... 

Wind: Nonword 1, wind of winds that wind 
down and wind up and crop the land 
with stiff wind, wind of all winds. 

Wind in 
Wind close 
Wind on 
Winded 
Wind 
Whoosh 

Pay attention to the quiet and the sounds and 
do not covet the words like diamonds, diamonds 
turn to thorns without warning. 



A poem takes on its own destiny, just as a 
building, but, a brick alone, like a word, is 
too elemental and searches for a composition 
or structure to link its particular character 
istics to so it might become a general notion 
a larger thought. 

And in its composing and structure mans intel 
lect becomes present. 

....steps, almost as silent as the turf they 
trod 

Wordsworth 



Passing like subterfuge, fine grained sand 
churned beneath stretched steps. Edgar and I 
pressed along to a seldom used fence. Balls 
of hair, red and black, hung from eavery third 
barb, the dutch neighbor's herds calling card. 
We had built this fence the previous summer 
in a joint effort with the dutchman. The 
fence divided a young, newly seeded alfalfa 
field from an arid overgrazed and archaic pa-
ture hidden by the purple flowers of thistle. 
I imagined the dutchman ' s cows pressing day 
and night, scraped naked necks leaning for 
full buds. 

The dutch women brought food in the back of 
pickups. Four times daily a blanket was 
spread on the bent tailgate and we muscled 
around warm rolls and pies, savory roast beef 
and jugs of whole milk. I'm sure I will never 
eat like that again. 

After each meal we struggled with a new post 
or corner brace, crippled by the sheer volume, 
I would yawn, all my vital midday energy lost 
to digestion. 

And, still everyone was fit, muscled, tan be
low eyebrows and elbows, they were all well 
adapted to this eating. 



His words became ambiguous, losing their spe
cificity through composition. In poetry the 
word is both ambiguous and specific because it 
is allowed to stand on its own, (the composi
tion allows for a word to truly stand in its 
own in relation to other words). 

Architecture is physically specific, like word 
(singular), yearning to become ambiguous. In 
this alternation architecture participates in 
both the particular and the general, the basic 
interchange of natural energy, the magical 
structure of existence - living between the 
abstract and the concrete. 

Light discloses this alternation, revealing 
the sentiments of the buildings going-together 
and its present participation. 



Edgar spoke with an assured fami 1iarity as the 
top strand of barbed wire stretched tight. 

It is a very odd thing to be looking at a place 
you left 10 years ago but, perhaps, never truly 
left. There seems to be undemiable cycles. 
Unavoidable cycles. In some sense the more 
meaningful lessons are learned when the clues 
close to become an unbroken circle. Perhaps 
this is the power of the medicine wheel. 

I must leave, Jeremy. For school. 

And then what, Edgar? There is so much to learn 
right here. Look around - what was all that 
talk about discovery and paradise when we left 
Minneapolis. We called the land our tutor. All 
we ever needed was provided. 

Edgar cinched the first loop of barb-wire and 
dug in the bent coffee can looking for a usua-
ble stapel. 

What about our dreams? 

We still share mutual dreams, Jeremy. 



It is this alternation between abstract and 
concrete that locates him in place Every 
place has a necessary correspondence between 
the inner and outer. Just as our inwardness 
is constantly communicating with our outward
ness, our soul touching the perceptions of 
the physical world . As humans we are tender 
to this correspondence. As animals we are 
keen to this correspondence. The place of 
mind and the place of body communicate as no 
other, perpetually balancing the input. 

In a purely physical sense the correspondence 
and balancing of inner and outer depends on 
our ability to locate our inner and outer with 
respect to the physical place. Just as a good 
book draws its reader into every aspect of the 
authors intention through word so too a build
ing may in some sense draw its participant with 
assuredness into every aspect of the buildings 
space through figure, shape and form. 

There is a unity of sub stance between each man 
and the symbols he sees. 

Macdona Id p. 4 6 



Our words were held like tools until we could 
hear once again the sounds and the quiet. We 
coveted the words as diamonds. We polished 
the diamonds with tools. 

I am a poet. A dreamer. A dreamer too much 
concerned with tools and diamonds. 

Pay attention to the unsung, the unspoken, the 
quiet and the sound. Words polish the exist
ing, they split a notion but they do not re
veal. 

The day was too powerful to allow Jeremy to 
brood. 

I under stand, Edgar, Jeremy assured him. 



In time, a building takes possess ion of the 
land and in a much greater more powerful time 
the land takes possession of the building. 

And, as the last ruined wall disappears, mans 
presence falters. 

Only place is left but, that is a great deal. 



All that I held in my being as esteem that 
winter had been destroyed. Not by the power 
of divine visions swirling amongst the chat
tering cottonwoods that surrounded our cabin 
but, by the raw energy of aloneness. All 
those winters I had been content to draw a 
quilt of introspection around my solitary life 
seemed distant. It was the kind of distance 
that occurs between you and yourself when you 
are sickened by selfishness, when you face 
your selfishness in disbelief, standing, strid 
ing, running, you are anxious. 

It was that solitary cup of coffee that had 
rattled at me. The leaving and the work was 
not hard, only the same. The morning spent, 
the sameness festered and I began to believe 
that it was the selfishness tipping me on 
against all that I had once believed was true. 
It was hard to face. 

Edgar had left for Minneapolis to begin art 
school and would return for work the following 
summer. I suspect just one more summer at the 
ranch for him. This was not a comforting 
thought for his presence had frustrated and 
cautioned every complicated thought I composed 
Sifted through his simple outlook, dropping 
like a rock, wedging into a secure hold, he 
enabled me to act simply. He secured, without 
destroying my creativity. 

I could hear the feed bucket being tossed 
against the barn. The circumstance of famil
iarity winds, drilling against the log walls, 
the early morn ing wind that raced through the 
valley had arrived and the horses were cued 
for feeding. The sameness. Coffee splashed 
as I dropped the cup reaching for the iron 
latch. 



The er.duringness of architecture is assured, 
by the enduringness of imagination, and, this 
accounts for the appearances of foliated col
umns time and time again, held in our imagi
nation until revealed by a large thought. A 
meta physical notion. 



The bunkhouse light was dim, as I walked from 
the barn after night feeding. How long and 
how many times have I looked into this room 
full of books, well lit, chaotic, silent bound 
edges stacked heel to toe fighting for popular 
identity. There is alot of energy in this 
room. 

Faint mists soften the wooden edges of the eave 
as darkness falters with identity, the leather 
and cloth bindings jump from my room, patterns 
of consciousness swept into the darkness. It 
is a warm room, as is the evening. The even
ing is calm and well able to hold all the cre
ative tension that dances at my bookcase. 
Pausing. 

The books slide in and out of the room as if 
hiding from Nazis. 

I turn, looking south and the books resume. 

The books are energized by my stare. 

I stare away. 



8 

It was the ambiguity that attracted him to the 
building, a diffuse light hung in the mist of a great bridge, 
its sitting and persisting generated a rhythm that washed 
into the red country. The discovery was intense, mute amongst 

silent slow breathing land. With each turn he came to respect 
its completeness, its breadth of conception, created out of 
the varied sources it sat amongst and the contents it served. 

There was a kind of alien harmony, a string of shining aluminum 
boxcars standing unconnected across the badlans", one after another. 

Soft edges enlivened by eyes and sun wavered, a watery dream hung 
in the mist of a great bridge, a bridge that swayed with incremental 
movements as the country shifted. The towers swayed and shadows 
slipped across the glass block stairs as he descended into a hand 
cut gorge. Ivy clung to the eroded edges, moist smooth cylinders 
of permian rock running its entire length ( an undetermined length). 

He suspected that he was looking at ancient walls, walls that sweated 
with the fatigue of age and the memory of construction* Perhaps 
it was a channel to route sandaled armies through'/? The intrigue 
of this place was beyond recognition. The intrigue held him in the 
channel looking out through the opening between the glass b&ock 
and up into the stacks of leathered edged books sixty feet above, 
silent- phrases hung in their own sacred complexity. 



It is a very imaginary thing to be amongst so 
many sleeping images; prone, collapsed, heads 
cocked., daily papers fallen into laps, pencils 
dropped, faint whispers of sedentary dreamers 
arched into the tireless day. 

So much neutrality, positions and faces lapsed 
into a denuded neutral frame. 

Still, walkers pass, walking deliberate with a 
whispered shuffle, the attitude of the room 
cautioning their pace. 

This (peculiar) room is 3 times longer than it 
is wide. It has a somber mass, lit by yellow 
half globes, gibbous and swollen, hung from 
every third bay. The coffered ceiling of blue 
and red geometries is lit by a steady grey 
light from 12 x 8 foot wood framed window bays 
Dark woods pass continuous throughout the room 
allowing the walls to recede into the internal 
mass of the building you visualized at first 
glance. 

Outside it is very bright. The internal mass 
is certainly deep and dark. 

This (peculiar) room has the quality of con
verging in your imagination. It converges to 
a centre that is balanced within each sleeper. 

The geographical center is skewed and vague in 
relation to the rest of the complex but the 
center of the room is clear and forms not only 
by proportion but by imagination. 



There were hundreds of anonymous black coats 
mingling in the station of his imagination. 
The buildings meaning was revealed in this 
mingling network. 

It was the black coats in the nicotine light, 
like columns, that ordered and reordered the 
sentiments of the space. The pattern of the 
shuffling leather soles were enduring, and 
the floor would not forget. 

The motion of composition, the gathering of 
spatial sentiments by circling figures lulled 
him into drowsiness. 



One sleepy eye participates in the soft edged 
tile that folds into mortar and aged brick 
until the contour comes alive and the cornice 
lines the sky. 

It is as complete as its perimeter as well as 
every interior corner. Creativity radiates 
from every aspect, resonating through the mass 
and out into the vast openness. 

I'm centered on a powerful axis that stretches 
singularly out through a deep opening and into 
the vast desert. 

I'm nearly asleep, barely able to recognize 
walkers as they pass. Immersed in the 
v/alls, my imagination converges. 



He felt the self as a pebble drop deep in 
phantaste wrapped by the rhythms of dreams -
beating shapes from his solitary sleep. 





In the Nature of Place 

cultivating 
preserving 
caring/Hal ten 
measure/word 
unity/completeness 
correspondence/in £ out 
under standibility 
solitariness 
unconcealedness/thrust 
abstract poetic images, both alien 
concrete and familiar 
dwelling 
building/non-construction 
location spatium/interval 
space 
nearness 
remoteness 
repose 
materia 1 
landscape/real & imagined 

> romantic/transcendental 
subject-predicate/subject-object/form-matter 
ragged edges 
number/p igeons 

u integration 



Project Scope 

a. Library - rare and original documents, 
romantic, naturalistic and Utopian 
1iterature. 

Study center 

b. Media center - oral documentation of 
primitive and archaic languages. 

c. Botanical garden 

Book repair and restoration 

d. Observatory 

e. Display area for western art 

Open air court 

f. Museum of geological strata of the 
Badlands 

Secondary areas 



Library Square Footage 

Reading area 
a. - 50 people x 30 sq. ft./seat 
b. - shelving space 

50,000 books <§ 1 sq.ft. /10 bks. 
c. - liniar ft. of shelves 

50,000 bks. @ 1 ft./8 bks. 
d. - reference area 500 
e. - casual reading area 500 

study area - 500 
staff area -

- restoration - 8 00 
- documentation 1000 
- 2 librarians 
- 2 curators/techniciansy 
- 2 clerks' 

Librarians office " 150 
Work space - 600 
Staff rm. <£ toilet fac. " 400 

Media center 600 
Community room 

auxiliary spaces 
- circulation desk ̂  200 
- washrooms - 240 
- multipurpose rooms ̂  900 

Open art court 800 
- observatory 18 diameter " 
- exhibit area " 2500 
- painting restoration -
- maintenance - 500 
- heating plant' 800 
- storage 1000 
- botanical gardens - 4000 
- parking 50-75 cars ̂  
- museum 3000 
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EDilogue 

The primary forces of this project are mythical 
but, the transformation required, to raise habitable 
evocative- space from the . * 
myths center required . - architecture, an architecture 
of absurd connections, a vision of passion, of 
artistic relationships driven to ... interdependence. 

Most of what man builds and dwells in is by convention# 
My hope is that this project is not b< ^convention but is 
a chosen design, as carefully chosen as a,/word in a five 
word poem. • (tit 

i 

It is in myth that we yearn to build the unbiiildable. 
My hope is that this project tapped the power of this 
yearning, raising out of the analogue of our imagination 
our most sacred spatial visions. 
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